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Tell me in what journal you publish and I will tell you who you are!

As social and human scientists we are caught in the midst of conflicting forces. On
the  one  hand  we  (try  to)  “fight”  against  structural/cultural  mechanisms  of
marginalization and the reification of social hierarchies; on the other hand the
academic world itself is an extremely hierarchical system, with its global centres
and peripheries. There is today increasing awareness of the necessity of “going
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public,” yet at the same time the pressure to publish on traditional journals seems
to prevail. Indeed, at the scale of the academic evaluation system, the journal in
which a scholar publishes seems to be more important than the article itself.
While this reflects an ongoing process of standardization of the criteria used to
evaluate  scientific  work,  in  line  with  competitive/marketized/English-speaking
canons, it also – at a different level – poses a series of questions regarding the
destiny  of  anthropology  as  a  human science.  Numbers,  copyrights,  indexing,
impact factor and contracts dominate an intellectual world that should be instead
ruled by creativity, doubts, curiosity – and ultimately, the attempt to explore the
human condition.

Since its creation, Tim Ingold,  Chair of Social Anthropology at the University of
Aberdeen, has been a great source of inspiration for Allegra (see previous posts:
here and here). It is my great pleasure to discuss with him about the future of
academic publishing.

Antonio: My feeling is that it is getting more and more
difficult to find an article published in a journal that
provides us with a sense of “discovery,” surprise or
revelation. As a new generation of scholars, we are in
some sense frustrated by a divided self: while many of
us  lean towards a  diversified approach to  scientific
production (from blogs to visual performances, from
“inconclusive intellectual trips” to long and convoluted
monographs),  it  seems  as  though  a  8000  words
standard-article in an indexed flag-journal written in
English is perceived as significantly more important
than other “stuff.” Stated in other terms: there is a
sort of hierarchy of form that prevails over “creative diversity.” I would like to
split this point into three questions for you: Do you think there is a real risk that
we may end up with a wholly standardized and uniform academic production?
How  can  a  diversified  creativity  –  I  use  this  expression  because  nowadays
creativity seems to be prerogative of the virtual realm of Internet and technology
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– find a space for itself in the current academic context? Are the reflections of the
social and human sciences compatible with quantitative standards such as impact
factor, indexing and so forth?

Tim:  I  am  very  concerned,  as  you  are,  about  the  pressures  towards
standardization  and  uniformity  that  are  currently  being  brought  to  bear  on
publication in anthropology, as in other disciplines in the humanities and social
sciences. There are many reasons for this, including the ever-increasing demands
of research assessment, the inherently conservative tendencies of peer review,
and the commercial environment of book and journal production. Perhaps, too,
there have been pressures to conform to prevailing publishing protocols in the
natural sciences, which continue to assume that in its formulation, methods and
results, “research” is independent of the way it is written up, and which leave no
room for the voice, personal experience and wisdom of the author.

At any rate, I  do believe that much academic writing has become soulless,
devoid of passion and feeling, and that this is very sad.

Worse still, many colleagues feel bullied by the pressures
of  research assessment and peer review into adopting
such sterile forms of writing, for fear that their work will
not  otherwise  be  accepted.  This  pressure  has  been
compounded  by  the  tyranny  of  ever-lengthening
bibliographies.  Our  writings  are  literally  drowning  in
footnoted  or  text  references,  the  function  of  which  is
neither to acknowledge sources nor to inform readers but
only to establish authorial  credentials in a competitive
environment of ubiquitous assessment.

I  agree  with  you,  too,  that  in  seeking  alternatives  to  “standard”  genres  of
academic production, we have too easy and ready resort to digital media. For
these, too, impose their own forms of standardization and homogenization. We are
still subjected to the tyranny of the keyboard and the screen, which cramp our
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movements and reinforce the assumption that all knowledge is arrived at by way
of projection. That’s why I encourage my students to write by hand, and why I
have always refused, as a matter of principle, ever to use Power-Point.

As for impact and indexing,the whole point of research in the humanities and
the social sciences is that it can transform lives. That is where its impact lies.
But transformation is, by definition, qualitative.

The quantitative measurement of impact is thus absurd, not to say pernicious. We
all want our work to have an impact, and we value the impact it has. It is not the
idea of impact that we object to, but the idea that nothing is reliably true that
cannot be quantified.

Would you care to rank the impact of Beethoven’s nine symphonies?

Journal rankings based on impact factors are equally pernicious, and again their
source seems to lie in the natural sciences where they have done much harm,
particularly in encouraging authors to write for prestige journals that do not cater
for  the  readers  who  would  derive  most  benefit,  or  do  not  publish  in  their
language.

All is not doom and gloom however. We will not “finish up” with standardized and
uniform models of academic production because we will never finish up, period.
Life goes on, and there is already plenty of experimentation afoot, evidenced
especially in anthropological collaborations with art, music, experimental theatre,
and so on. The alternatives may not be well funded, and green shots may sprout
in other institutional or non-institutional contexts than our current, increasingly
corporatized universities. But sprout they will.

Antonio: What is your opinion on “open access”?

Tim: On the face of it, open access looks like an admirable principle to which we
would all want to subscribe. But the appearance is misleading, and the current
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call for open access is in fact playing directly into the hands of government, large
corporations and predatory publishing houses, all of which must be taking much
delight in our academic gullibility.  For anthropology,  to endorse open access
unequivocally would be an own goal. Here’s why. Whatever regime is in place,
specialist academic publishing is an extremely costly business. The question is
whether these costs are borne up front by the producers of research, or by its
consumers (readers and subscribers). Open access would shift the burden from
the latter to the former. With rare exceptions (for example where scholars might
be  independently  wealthy),  these  costs  are  way  beyond  what  any  individual
researcher could afford. For externally funded research projects, they might be
borne  by  the  funding  body  (e.g.,  a  research  council).  For  academics  with
permanent  positions,  they  might  be  borne  by  their  universities.  However,
universities with limited resources would then have to decide what work of their
academics gets published and what does not. In effect, managers and bureaucrats
would find themselves in charge of decisions currently taken by editors. As for all
the scholars who are not lucky enough to hold tenured positions, who may be in
between jobs or have no jobs at all, their work would have absolutely no chance of
being published, as they would have no means to pay. Not only that, but the
scholarly societies would find their subscription income cut out from under them,
and would probably be unable to continue. Yet these societies have come to play a
more and more crucial role as protectors of disciplinary integrity and as a last line
of defence against corporate interests and government interference.

Antonio :  In  1996  you  opened  Key  Debates  in
Anthropology  with  the  following  statement:
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“In any academic discipline, the intensity of debate concerning its theoretical and
intellectual foundations is a good measure of its current vitality. Ten years ago, I
had the feeling that if the pulse of my own discipline, of social anthropology, had
been  measured  by  this  criterion,  it  would  have  been  found  to  be  virtually
moribund. I had no idea, at the time, whether my feeling was widely shared, or
whether it was a symptom of a purely personal frustration” (p. IX).

What is your feeling today?

Tim: Things are very different now from how they were in the mid-1980s. Then,
anthropology, at least in the United Kingdom, had indeed hit a low point, partly
following a decade of financial cutbacks that had excluded a whole generation of
younger scholars from stable academic employment.  Things are much livelier
now. Indeed I think there is a huge sense of excitement. This is not uniformly
distributed, however, and the most exciting work is not necessarily going on in
the  places  that  we  might  traditionally  think  of  as  principal  centres  for
anthropological research. Moreover there is still much to be done in bringing
anthropology to the prominence it deserves.

First,  we  need  to  be  much  clearer  about  the  purpose  and  mission  of
anthropology, and we need to articulate these in a way that “outside audiences”
will understand.

This,  in  my  view,  entails  being  more  explicit  about  the  difference  between
anthropology and ethnography. It  also means we should spend less time just
talking to ourselves.  Anthropology is  still  notably absent from the big public
debates surrounding the past, present and future of humanity, the sustainability
of life and the environment, and so on. Our absence allows others (psychologists
and economists, for example) to peddle their often naïve, outrageous and populist
arguments unchallenged. Thus while the internal debate about anthropology’s
theoretical and intellectual foundations has indeed been revitalized, we now need
to  take  the  debate  “out  of  doors,”  and  to  engage  with  much  wider
interdisciplinary and lay audiences. That’s our task for the next decades.
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